Title: Loss Control Consultant  
Location: West Des Moines, Iowa

Summary:
This is a tremendous opportunity for a new or recent college graduate to begin a career in a safety/risk management position with a top 10 insurance brokerage. With supervision, this position will assist our Agribusiness clients in recognizing and eliminating safety hazards. Activities include inspecting insured properties to evaluate physical conditions/designs along with promoting applicable safety programs and agency resources to our client base.

Essential Duties & Responsibilities:

- Candidate will work primarily with our Agribusiness client base with the potential to expand into construction and other general industries.
- Work with our loss control team to coordinate loss prevention service plans and assist in the reduction of primary loss drivers related to Workers Compensation, Property, General Liability and Fleet exposures.
- Evaluate client loss data to effectively identify the client’s primary loss drivers.
- Facilitates compliance with loss control recommendations from Assured Partners or insurance carriers to promote a long-standing partnership.
- Maintain favorable relationships with clients and company personnel. Takes prompt action to resolve any complaints or other problems and inform the Insurance Agent of any issues.
- Consults with clients as directed on OSHA or other regulatory issues. Assist in equipment and facilities planning and other areas affecting the insurability of the client.
- Effectively manage insurance carrier loss control services to maximize client service options.
- Assist in the development and maintenance of location insurance mapping as required.

Requirements:

- College Degree in Occupational Safety, Engineering, Physical Science or Agricultural related degree. At least two years of insurance loss control experience is helpful.
- Ability to communicate effectively in writing and verbally using virtual and traditional applications.
- Comfortable in presenting to various client and industry groups.
- Ability to Travel up to 30% of the time.
- Must have a valid driver’s license.
- Must be well organized and have the ability to manage several projects simultaneously.
- Ability to learn OSHA, NFPA, DOT, EPA Regulations as they apply to Agribusiness
- Ability to develop a working knowledge of insurance coverages
- Good working knowledge of Microsoft Office software required.

Company Name: AssuredPartners  
Contact Person: Holli Ruhl, holli.ruhl@lmcins.com